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Abstract. Systematic reviews are instances of a critically important search task in medicine and health services research. Along with large and well conducted randomised control trials, they provide the highest levels of clinical evidence. We provide a brief overview of the methodologies used to conduct systematic reviews, and report on our recent experience of conducting a meta-review – i.e. a systematic review of reviews – of preoperative assessment. We discuss issues associated with the large manual effort currently necessary to conduct systematic reviews when using available search engines. We then suggest ways in which more dedicated and sophisticated information retrieval tools may enhance the efficiency of systematic searches and increase the recall of results. Finally, we discuss the development of tests collections for systematic reviews, to permit the development of enhanced search engines for this task.

1 Introduction

Systematic reviews (SR) and meta-analyses (MA) of the medical literature are considered to provide – along with large and well-conducted Randomised Control Trials (RCT) – the highest existing level of clinical evidence (level I) [1]. SRs are now routinely used as the starting point for developing clinical guidelines [2]. Guidelines affect the promotion of health care interventions by policy-makers and clinical managers, as well as the provision of care to patients. When systematic reviews fail to produce sufficient evidence to issue guidelines, clinical recommendations are typically based on expert opinions, considered to be the lowest level of clinical evidence (level IV) [1]. SRs often do not provide definitive and authoritative answers to a research question, because of a lack of sufficient available or reliable evidence in the scientific literature. In these cases, the SR highlights gaps in the existing evidence, which in turn may subsequently shape the future agenda for medical interventions as well as research funding priorities [3].

From an information retrieval (IR) perspective, an SR is an instance of a search task with a clearly defined information need (the research question), which entails an explicitly specified, systematically-developed and constrained notion of relevance, in the form of a search protocol. Indeed, the process underpinning an SR is guided by published peer-standards, including a protocol for deriving search queries and the relevance screening of search results. Hence, we describe
SRs to represent a protocol-driven search task. Moreover, an SR can be seen as recall-focused, as all relevant literature must be found.

This paper contributes an overview on the background, motivations and methodologies for conducting SRs, which we believe are both unfamiliar and useful to the IR community. Moreover, using a case study to provide motivations, we make comparisons with other recall-focused IR tasks, and discuss how IR research can potentially contribute to aiding SRs. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 contains a brief introduction to the motivations of SRs; Section 3 introduces the methodologies used to conduct SRs in medicine and health services research; In Section 4, we discuss our recent experience of conducting a systematic review and the challenges encountered using currently available search tools; Section 5 provides a roadmap for research in information retrieval, and describe how test collections might be obtained to allow future evaluation of search tools for SRs; Concluding remarks follow in Section 6.

2 Systematic Reviews

2.1 Issues with the Reporting of Clinical Outcomes

Several studies have highlighted substantial issues within the reporting of clinical outcomes in the literature [4]. For instance: Publication bias is the tendency for scientific publications to be biased towards the reporting of significantly effective treatments or studies with a proven demonstration of practical efficiency [5]; Outcomes reporting bias occurs when only a selected subset of measures are reported, which produces an incomplete or inaccurate evaluation of study outcomes [6].

To minimise the potential for these biases to misrepresent the effectiveness of treatments, the assessment of clinical evidence in the medical literature is increasingly relying on systematic reviews and meta-analyses. A systematic review (SR) identifies and aggregates all available evidence pertaining to a specific research question, using a rigorous and transparent methodological protocol guided by peer standards. The protocol specifies clear eligibility and exclusion criteria – in order to provide reliable, accurate, and critically appraised evidence-based clinical reports with a minimum of bias [7, 8]. SRs are now common in medicine and other fields. Indeed, in 2004, more than 2500 SRs were reportedly published [10]. A meta-analysis (MA) study also provides a similar high level of evidence, but uses statistical methods to aggregate the quantitative results of independent RCT studies [9].

2.2 IR Searches in Systematic Reviews

From an IR perspective, an SR represents an instance of a search task with well-defined information needs and highly constrained definitions of relevance. Moreover, as an SR must assert that all potentially relevant documents are retrieved – i.e. full recall must be achieved – typically all papers matching the query are examined, leading to a very low overall precision of the results. The entire retrieved set is screened for relevance, with many potentially topically relevant papers being excluded if they do not meet strict pre-defined inclusion
or exclusion criteria. For instance, exclusion criteria may be methodological or based on the type of study (e.g., RCT, case-control, cohort studies). This assures the ultimate integrity of the clinical evidence, by discarding lower quality studies or inadequate methodological approaches, which could undermine the validity of the clinical evidence. The latter can be particularly difficult for existing search engines to detect. In many cases, documents may have been indexed with some meta-data, such as study type or study categories (e.g. Medical Subject Headings (MESH) terms) but this meta-data often remains insufficiently reliable for practical high precision searches, often due to the coarse granularity of the indexing categories given the high specificity of the SR search task [11].

Overall, to attain quality and reproducible SRs, the entire search process is driven by the search protocol. Moreover, these searches are “manually” labour-intensive, with low precision, and are mainly conducted – or at least designed and overseen – by domain-specific experts. Hence, they are expensive in time, labour and expertise. In this paper, we describe SRs as representing an archetypal example of a recall-focused and protocol-driven search task. The IR community can make a significant contribution to supporting search tasks underpinning SRs, if it were capable of developing tools to optimise searches, increase the precision of searches, while guaranteeing the full recall of all relevant documents. In the following, we review the existing standard protocols for systematic reviews, before reporting on the authors’ recent experience of conducting an SR, and discussing how IR can contribute to the process of performing systematic reviews.

3 Protocols for Systematic Reviews

As highlighted above, SRs must abide by a search protocol, which detail the survey methodology. In particular, steps such as formulating the query from the information need, screening of results and reporting of conclusions are discussed. In this section, we provide details on the current PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) protocol, to facilitate the explanation of the SR case study that follows in Section 4.

The PRISMA statement [12] is a peer-recommended methodology for conducting SRs. The statement was devised to update earlier recommendations for dealing with issues of perceived inconsistencies and biases in the reporting of meta-analyses of RCTs – for instance, failure to explicitly report the status of intervention concealment.

To address the identified common shortcomings in the methodology of reporting clinical evidence, PRISMA recommends a protocol-based methodological process of reporting critical items identified in the literature reviewed. The omission of these items could undermine the validity of the results reported. PRISMA recommends that SRs report a study selection trial flow in order to determine the criteria that led to studies being included or rejected from the

---


2 Intervention concealment ensures that in RCTs, the patients receiving - or not - the treatment, and the health professionals directly involved in the provision of the treatment are both blinded to whether the patient belongs to the intervention or control groups, to minimise the bias in the estimates of the effectiveness of treatments.
review as well as a methodological check list. The check list provides a method to assess the searches strategies used to identify clinical evidence, the selection criteria, data and characteristics of studies, as well as the processes for validity assessment and quantitative analysis. A structured methodology for reporting meta-analyses is provided, in order to ensure consistency and reliability.

In addition, PRISMA specifies how the identified studies should be filtered at each step of the review, in the form of a flow diagram, shown in Figure 1. In doing so, the quality of the studies included in the report must be pro-actively assessed in order to exclude lower quality studies, the inclusion of which would risk undermining the validity of the synthesised clinical evidence. Hence, the reliability and validity of the results reported in the review could potentially be critically assessed and guaranteed through a process of third-party replication. Moreover, to enable the full reproducibility of the search, authors need to thoroughly describe their methodological protocol for conducting the SR, as well as reporting the quality assessment of the included studies, against the set of reporting criteria defined in PRISMA. The statement recognises that an SR is inherently an iterative search process. The refinement of the review protocol in the course of the study is therefore possible as long as it is both justified and explicitly reported. Moreover, the statement stresses that the review protocol ought to be publicly accessible for peer-review.

Finally, the different forms of biases should be addressed to assure the validity of the results reported in the review. In particular, specific attention needs to be paid to minimise the risk of biases by performing both “study-level” and “outcomes-level” assessment, while selection bias should be explicitly addressed by reporting the publication status of the included studies.

As will be seen in the following case study, an SR is an instance of a complex IR task, whereby a well-motivated and developed information need is formulated into a cumulative series of queries through an interactive development process. Matching papers are obtained using the queries on a database of publications
– such as Medline\textsuperscript{3} – which are then exhaustively screened for relevance. The inclusion and exclusion criteria used when screening for relevance are specified \textit{a-priori} in the search protocol. By providing check lists and methodology steps for query formulation, relevance screening and summarising, search protocols such as PRISMA ensure the reproducibility of an SR, but do not reduce the time or expense in conducting it.

Figure 1 shows the flow process of a systematic review (SR). Currently, IR tools are only involved in the initial \textit{Identification} stage. Instead, we argue that they could, and should, provide support for the later \textit{Screening, Eligibility and Inclusion} stages by providing more advanced retrieval models and search interfaces. Yet, several aspects of the iterative process of an SR represent substantial challenges for existing IR techniques. In the following section, we summarise our recent experiences in conducting an SR. Later, we relate these experiences to other investigated tasks in IR, such as legal and patent retrieval. Moreover, we provide new challenges for IR and suggest how models and tools should be enhanced to further support future SR search tasks.

4 Systematic Review Case Study

In this section, we provide the motivations behind our systematic review case study, and the methodology used. Moreover, we provide an overview of the efforts spent and issues identified while screening a large sample of retrieved documents. We use these to formulate the motivation behind improving IR systems to reduce the efforts of conducting SRs.

4.1 Motivation & Methodology

Our systematic review is concerned with the evidence of effectiveness of the existing practices of assessing patients before a surgery (i.e. \textit{preoperative assessment}). The World Health Organisation has estimated that more than 230 million surgical procedures are conducted annually \cite{13}. However, patient-related factors (e.g. hypertension on the day of surgery) can lead to cancellation of surgery. It has been reported that up to two-thirds of day-case and 50\% of in-patients cancellations can be attributed to patient-related factors. Indeed, more efficient preoperative processes may prevent a significant number of these cancellations \cite{14}.

Between March 2010 and March 2011, we performed an SR of the medical literature in search of the reported evidence underpinning the effectiveness of existing preoperative assessment practices. As such, our SR can be described as a meta-review, in that we sought to identify all previous SRs and MAs on preoperative assessment processes, against well defined eligibility criteria. We developed a search protocol according to the NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination guidance for undertaking reviews in health care \cite{7}. This guidance provides step-by-step instructions in developing a search protocol, which we used to complement the PRISMA check list.

We performed a Medline database search in July 2010 using the Ovid search portal tool\textsuperscript{4}. Medline is the U.S. National Library of Medicine’s bibliographic

\textsuperscript{3} \url{http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/pmresources.html}

\textsuperscript{4} \url{http://www.ovid.com/site/products/ovidguide/medline.htm}
(anesth* or anaesth* or surgery or surgical or ambulatory or orthopedic procedure* or neurosurg* or preoperative* or elective or minimally invasive of minor surg* or peri-operative* or pre-procedure* or preoperative* or preprocedure* or pre-anaesthe* or preanaesthe* or pre-anaesth* or pre-anesth* or postoperative complication* or intra-operative complication* or intra-operative complication*) and (risk* or assess* or test* or scor* or screen* or evaluat* or stratifi*)

**Fig. 2.** Example of a complex Boolean sub-query used within our SR.

**Fig. 3.** Flow chart of our SR on preoperative assessments.

database. It contains over 18 million references to articles in biomedicine and life sciences. The search was performed and refined over a series of five meetings between the SR protocol team and an information scientist of the University of Glasgow who specialises in bibliographic searches for life sciences. We initially used a broad search strategy for identifying reviews of preoperative assessment using generic query terms such as “preoperative risk assessment, evaluation, screening, testing”, combining keywords, MESH terms, and study types such as “reviews” and “meta-analyses”. MESH terms returned entirely unmanageable numbers of results (i.e. in excess of 30,000). The search strategy was progressively refined, until a manageable 8522 abstracts were retrieved from Medline (after restricting to English language). The final used query comprised a series and combination of over 20 complex Boolean sub-queries. An example of one sub-query is given in Figure 2, demonstrating manual stemming and Boolean aspects.

The retrieved titles and abstracts were screened independently by two expert reviewers, using strict inclusion and exclusion criteria, such that only SRs and MAs of preoperative assessments were included in the study.
4.2 Results Overview

The results of the SR are reported in detail in [15]. However, Figure 3 shows the trial flow (as per the PRISMA protocol), and the number (n) of studies included or excluded at each stage of the study. In particular, a majority (n=8040) of titles and abstracts screened, did not meet our strict inclusion criteria, because of two reasons (i) **low relevance**: the studies focused on a clinical intervention that was only marginally relevant to preoperative assessment (e.g. preoperative therapy, intervention or medication, intra- or post-operative interventions and treatments) or was not the appropriate type of study (e.g. a primary study of a clinical intervention rather than a systematic review of the effectiveness of processes) or (ii) **too high specificity**: the studies described highly specific clinical processes, interventions or populations (e.g. surgery on a specific organ for a specific type of disease), which were not generic and thus not deemed useful for the purpose of our review. The full text of a further n=482 studies were screened, with only 36 studies meeting the final selection criteria, both for relevance and quality of methodology. These 36 studies were analysed in detail, from which n=5 were deemed relevant with respect to all inclusion and exclusion criteria, including the reporting of adequate clinical levels of evidence. We identified several issues while conducting this SR:

**High Screening Workload**: The screening of 8522 abstracts, retrieving and assessing 482 full articles and selecting and extracting data from the final set of 36 included studies - with respect to the search protocol - is an extremely laborious process. Each abstract or paper was independently reviewed by two researchers, in order to minimise the risk of bias, as recommended by PRISMA. Initially, a large amount of time was spent screening and discarding clearly irrelevant studies. Of the full paper screening, many of these studies were subsequently rejected based on methodological criteria. Here, although the topic of the study was clearly relevant to the search, the quality of the methodology of the studies was deemed insufficient, according to the search protocol criteria, to guarantee the identification of reliable clinical evidence.

**Relevance Ranking**: Studies that did fully meet our inclusion criteria for relevance (n=419) and clinical evidence (n=521) were very lowly ranked in the Ovid search results (see Table 1). In addition, one relevant document was identified at a very low rank (8457) which would suggest that the number of results examined was justified for achieving high recall.

**Search Snapshots**: A practical issue faced during the systematic review was related to the reproducibility of searches using the Ovid tool. Indeed, while it is possible to save queries in Ovid (e.g. to formulate complex Boolean queries), it is not possible to save the actual search results themselves. About 700,000 new records are added to Medline every year, which translates to in excess of tens of thousands of new studies every week. Instead, to facilitate easy management of the systematic review, as well as the reproducibility of the results, the ability to obtain a snapshot of the search results at a given point in time is paramount.

**Manual indexing**: Many articles indexed as “reviews” were not necessarily reviews - never mind systematic reviews - while the search queries typically retrieved a large volume of articles that were only marginally relevant to the core topic of preoperative assessment. Of those articles that were deemed relevant to our research topic (full-paper screening), a vast majority were expert opinion...
Table 1. Ranks of papers examined within the ranking ranges of the initial Ovid Medline search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Ranking ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n=482 full paper screened</td>
<td>rank 35 to 8457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=36 relevant &amp; met inclusion criteria</td>
<td>rank 419 to 8457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=5 met inclusion criteria &amp; specified level of clinical evidence</td>
<td>rank 521 to 4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ n= 3 further documents identified</td>
<td>(521, 1989, 2281, 3502, 4096)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reviews or expert opinion-based guidelines (over 70% of full papers screened) and thus did not meet the study type selection criteria (SR or MA).

Overall, of the 8522 papers screened in the initial Ovid Medline search, only 5 studies both adequately reported their search protocol and selection criteria, and provided explicit and adequate grading of clinical recommendations. The mean rank at which these 5 studies were retrieved in the initial Medline search was 2478, demonstrating the lack of precision in the search results. A further 3 relevant studies were identified through a complementary search in other local repositories - a problem also noted by [16]. Effectively, this means that less than 1 in 236 (8522/36) studies met our search protocol inclusion criteria and less than 1 in a 1000 documents explicitly provided grading of clinical recommendations. Moreover, only the most basic IR functionalities were used. We argue that SRs could be easier to conduct if there were new retrieval models and search engines that can support complex constraints and the recall-focused nature of the task. For instance, a faceted search interface that contains facets pertaining to common inclusion or exclusion criteria (e.g. built using classification techniques) would allow the exploration and iterative reduction of the set to be screened. In the next section, we discuss other recall-focused tasks that have recently been investigated in IR, then describe a roadmap for improving the IR technology used for SRs, and discuss possible evaluation methodologies for such techniques.

5 Towards Protocol-Driven IR

In this section, we compare and contrast the systematic review of medical literature with other domain-specific recall-focused IR tasks, before proposing a roadmap of how IR research can address the SR search task. Finally, we discuss evaluation methodologies to facilitate IR research in the SR task.

5.1 Recall-Focused Search Tasks

c-Discovery is the process of a negotiated discovery of electronically-stored documentary evidence during a legal case. In particular, lawyers negotiate a complex Boolean query, which aims to identify relevant (known as ‘responsive’) documents to the plaintiff party, and to exclude private documents belonging to the defendant that should not be revealed to the plaintiff. Similar to systematic reviews, recall is important, as a legal argument may hinge on the discovery of a supporting responsive document. However, the search protocols within systematic reviews place more constraints on relevance. Since 2006, the TREC Legal
track has operationalised the e-Discovery task within an IR research setting. Results thus far indicate that the negotiated Boolean queries can miss up to 50% of the responsive documents (a similar problem has been reported for SRs [17]), but that single retrieval systems could only demonstrate small improvements over the retrieval using the negotiated Boolean queries [18].

**Patent Prior-Art Search** is the process whereby other patents relating to a given patent are identified. Such patents may be cited within the patent, or could be used to invalidate the patent. Once again, recall is an essential aspect of this task. However, in contrast to a systematic review or e-Discovery, the given patent can be used as the query, instead of a complex Boolean query developed within a search protocol or by legal negotiations. Patent prior-art search has been investigated within several evaluation forums (e.g. TREC & CLEF). In particular, the TREC Chemical track has run since 2009 [19], focusing on chemical patents alone. Participating groups made use of citations, as well as advanced entity tagging of chemical entities [19].

### 5.2 Roadmap of IR Research for Systematic Reviews

The systematic review search task is characterised by several dimensions. In particular, while recall is very important and the notion of relevance is very constrained, for every SR there is some practical maximum number of abstracts that can be screened. In the following, we enumerate ways in which recall can be enhanced, screening effort can be minimised and how the IR system can be more fully utilised in the SR process:

**Maximising Screening Effort:** In SRs, Boolean queries have been classically used to limit the size of the retrieval set (but at the risk of reduced recall [20]). However, more intelligent methods of deciding on a cut-off for the retrieved set are possible. For instance, [21] suggests using already-identified studies to find a cut-off point which ensures recall but minimises the size of the retrieved set to be screened. Instead, as an alternative, in a similar manner to the Legal track, relaxing Boolean queries to use proper relevance rankings should permit more relevant papers to be identified [20]. Moreover, we believe that it is possible to make probabilistic guarantees on the number of identified relevant documents attained by a given rank cut-off, inspired by [22].

**Enhancing Relevance Ranking:** [21] found that simply adding the term ‘versus’ to the query improved the results quality for 61 SR searches in Medline. Although a heuristic, this suggests that enhanced query reformulation and ranking models could improve SR searches. For instance, classical recall enhancement techniques such as query expansion and collection enrichment [23] may introduce further relevant documents not found using the strict Boolean queries. Moreover, the work of the TREC Genomics track (2003-2007) [25] is of note, for its handling of genome-related retrieval from Medline. However, it did not tackle recall-focused tasks such as SRs. Lastly, with the prevalence of feature-based models in modern IR, we see the potential for further improving retrieval by the deployment of learning to rank techniques [24] adapted to high recall environments.

**Constrained Relevance:** With many dimensions of relevance prescribed by the search protocol and the various inclusions and exclusion criteria, the IR system
should aim to facilitate common selection criteria by providing various document classification models [26]. For instance, in our SR case study in Section 4, studies that have been conducted or written according to agreed standards (e.g., graded clinical recommendations) are relevant, and could be identified using citation analysis. Moreover, we found that many expert opinions were retrieved. Techniques from NLP [27] and IR [28] for identifying subjective documents may be appropriate for identifying expert opinions (which should not be relevant to a systematic review). This is an example of a negative relevance problem, which has been found to be challenging in areas such as relevance feedback.

**Exploratory Search Interface:** With many options for constraining the retrieved documents, an improved search engine over Medline could provide a faceted search interface [29], allowing the researchers to iteratively explore the retrieved documents and develop inclusion and exclusion criteria in a manner directly supported by the engine. While faceted retrieval systems have been popular in supporting transactional search tasks such as shopping, recent developments have encompassed their application to identify key blogs on the blogosphere [28], and to automatically suggest appropriate facets for each query [29].

As can be seen from the list above, research addressing problems in systematic reviews encompass different problem areas in IR, including machine learning, models and interfaces. In the next section, we provide suggestions on appropriate methodologies for evaluating IR research on the SR search task.

### 5.3 Evaluation Methodologies

Given the volume [10] and expense [21] of the systematic reviews that are conducted every year, as well as the potential for IR technology to improve the SR process, we argue that there is a case for the development of standard IR test collections covering this search task. A test collection for SRs could leverage the experience garnered by the TREC Legal and Chemical tracks in evaluating recall-focused tasks. Of note, a characteristic common to both the Legal and Chemical tracks is the use of stratified sampling in the relevance assessment of the documents identified by the participating systems, to reduce the assessing workload to a manageable level. However, using such sampling methods means that, in practice, only estimates of recall of the participating systems are obtained. In contrast, an SR test collection could be created in co-operation with an on-going systematic review, thereby potentially enhancing the recall of the study, as well as obtaining the relevance assessments as a side-product of the review. Boudin et al. [30] describe another alternative methodology, where relevance assessments are bootstrapped from already published SRs, but with the disadvantage of missing relevant documents not identified by the original systematic reviews.

Judges have recognised that technology derived from the TREC Legal track may become acceptable for e-Discovery [31]. Similarly, once lessons learned from IR research into SRs result in improved search systems for medical researchers, revisions to the PRISMA search protocols may relax the effort burden in the searching for relevant literature in SRs when such enhanced IR tools are utilised.
6 Conclusions

We described the motivations behind conducting systematic reviews of the medical literature, namely the identification of all relevant clinical results pertaining to a specific research question. SRs are conducted using peer-accepted standard protocols that define the search process. Moreover, as a case study, we reported our experience of conducting a recent SR. We compared SRs to similar recall-focused IR tasks, and provided a roadmap for future IR research to enhance SR searches. Finally, we discussed the possibilities, difficulties and benefits of conducting a TREC-style evaluation efforts for systematic reviews search tasks.
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